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The official colouring book from The Great British Bake Off and a must-have for amateur baking

fans, cake lovers and Bake Off enthusiasts!Colour your way through 90 beautiful illustrations by the

official Bake Off illustrator, Tom Hovey, including all your favourite showstoppers and iconic bakes

from the show. Immerse yourself in the world of Bake Off -away with the oven gloves, pick up those

colouring pencils and unleash your artistic flair.On your marks, get set ...
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Tom Hovey is best known for his acclaimed food illustration work. He has produced the illustrated

graphics for BBC One's The Great British Bake Off since it's inception in 2010. His signature style

has been a key element to the show's success, winning multiple awards and becoming the most

watched TV series in the UK in 2015.

terrific gift for a fellow GBBO enthusiast!

Quickly arrived and was a great gift

Awesome colouring book :)

Very fun



I was so disappointed with this Great British Bake Off coloring book. On the show the illustrations

are so delicate and lovely and in this book they are harsh, heavy, and honestly to me just plain ugly.

I didn't return it because I'm lazy and usually just to rushed with a busy schedule so I keep it on my

desk where I order online products to remind me to really look at what I'm buying. I love The Great

British Bake Off TV show and have watched every season! It's one of the reasons I took up baking

and now bake for any charity event or organization I can find in my community so I guess I just

expected this book to represent the brand I came to love and it falls short.... very short! I can't

recommend to any true fans of the show! I will now be very very careful when I purchase anything

with the brand as I think the licensing must be very low in its standards. Sorry. I've added some

photos of baked goods I remember from episodes and honestly they aren't even recognizable to me

except the chocolate trees. Ugh!

I was so excited to get the Great British Bake Off Colouring Book, as I have been a big fan of the TV

show. The baked items are always so wonderful to look at. So I expected the designs in this book to

be gorgeous and elaborate. However, the drawings are more on the "cheap" side (for lack of a

better word). I don't recognize more than one or two of the baked items from the show, despite the

fact that I have watched every episode. The lines of the drawings are too thick and, again, more

along the lines of "cheap". I feel like the drawings are too harsh and make the baked goods actually

look ugly.The book itself is good quality as far as the cover and the paper are concerned. The

pages are made with heavier stock and are printed on just one side of the paper. Unfortunately, the

pictures inside are just not that tempting. I am very disappointed, as this book had so much

potential. I can't recommend this coloring book.

My daughter and I are HUGE fans of the Great British Baking Show. We love this color book. Great

drawings...some easy to color, some more challenging with lots of detail.I just wish there were more

variations of brown and tan coloring pens/pencils to be able to do some of these creations justice!

The price of this item increased during the holiday shopping season. However, it is of interest for

viewers/fans of the show and those who enjoy coloring, Lovely presentation and images.
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Sponge and Other Baking Secrets Great British Bake Off: Learn to Bake: 80 Easy Recipes for All

the Family Bake it Better: Bread (The Great British Bake Off) Minions Colouring Book: A lovely

colouring book for kids. An A4 63 page book full of antics from Bob, Stuart and Kevin with hours of
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